S.No

Name

Comment
great arrangement this SSTC my session of core vitrectomy went very well congrats dr
mathur,deepak and all for the show

1

Dr Abdul Warish

2

Dr. Rajiv Gupta

Thanks Dr Deepak & Satanshu for giving me the opportunity to work with delegates at

3

Dr. Savita

Thank you dr s Mathur and dr Mishra to have me in SSTC
Thank you organisers for a wonderfully packed afternoon

4

Dr. Chetan Ahiwalay

Trained several trainees on Helpmesee simulator today for SICS tunnel construction...Invite
more for tommorow. Thank you all!!! For the response..

5

Dr. Jignesh Taswala

Had enjoyed the sstc session as faculty for irisclaw lenses.. training 10students.. All
delegates enjoyed thoroughly d 2hour teaching session..

6

Dr. Leila Mohan

Thank you, Dr.Mishra, for the opportunity to teach the younger gen.I really enjoyed
it..Leaving today..All the best!

7

Dr. Hemalatha B C

Thank you Dr Mishra, Dr mathur, to have me as faculty in sstc,
Wonderful program with great effort s

8

Dr. Manali Hazarika

Thank you dr. Krishna Prasad sir for considering me for sstc . It was very exciting to train
young minds

9

Dr. J S Bhalla

Thanks Dr Satanshu & Dr Misra for including me as faculty.
It was wonderfully organised with lot of efforts.

10

Dr. Gyan Bhaskar

Congratulations and Thanks to Dr Deepak and Satanshu Mathur sir and whole team of
SSTC for conducting such a nice events. I feel very proud to be a part of SSTC

11

Dr. Devadutta Nayak

Thank you @Dr. Deepak Opthal Sir & @Satanshu Mathur Sir for the opportunity.

12

Dr. Manisha Nada

Thank you Management Team!

13

Dr. Raveendra Tammineni

Excellent arrangements and benefits to delegates...
Thanks

14

Dr. Subha Jhavar

It was a great event Sir, very well organised, perfect execution, we were very pleased to
be a part of it n glad to interact n share our knowledge with so many trainees across the

15

Dr. Rajan Gupta

A well organized event thanks a lot to organising committee for providing me opportunity
Dr Rajan Gupta Tohana Haryana

16

Dr. Anubhav Goyal

Thanx SSTC team for the opertunity— will meet soon

17

Dr. Ananth Bhandary

Thank you very much dr.kudlu dr.deepak and dr.satanshu for a good sstc program.

18

Dr. Naveen Gopal

Great work Dr Depepak , Dr Satanshu and team

19

Dr. Gayatri Bhonsale

Iris claw SSTC today! Thank you to the organisers for the setup and opportunity :)

20

Dr. Arvind Morya

Thanks Dr Satanshu Sir and Dr Deepak, a great team effort

21

Dr. Mongre

Great work, Dr Shantanu, Dr Deepak Ji Hope to work together again, Please put official
photos on this platform

22

Dr. Saroj Gupta

Thank you very much Dr Deepak Mishra and team SSTC for giving me the opportunity
.Enjoyed teaching and training juniors .Excellent arrangements.

23

Dr. Sonu Goel

Great show team SSTC.
Congratulations

24

Dr. Somnath Raut

Thanks Dr Satanshu Sir and Dr Deepak, And Team SSTC

25

Dr. Trehan

Thanks dear Dr Deepak & Dr Satanshu for giving me opportunity to teach overseas

Dr. Leila Mohan

Hearty Congratulations to Dr.Deepak Mishra and team for arranging and co_ordinating a
wonderful SSTC

Dr. Savita

Thanx to both of you for a smooth and well organised SSTC session
I see it improving and becoming popular year after year
hearty congratulations to you dr Deepak
And thank you for the wonderful opportunity
It was a pleasure to be with such an excellent team
Thank you once again

28

Dr. Sunaina Malik

Thanks, Dr. Satanshu & Dr. Deepak for including me in SICS SSTC. I hope to be included
next year also.
If I may say something without hurting anyone's feelings- I wish we could have more
simulators or more artificial eyes. The goat's eyes we were teaching on were so hypotonic
that the trainees could hardly do any steps properly. Since it's supposed to be a hands-on
training, if this aspect can be improved upon next year, it'll be a fantastic experience

29

Dr. Jignesh Taswala

Thanx Dr Deepak & Dr Satanshu for giving me an opportunity 3rd Consecutive year..
Improving in leaps n bounds.. Great organizational skills.. Impeccable arrangement n
smooth streamlining of d whole sstc program.. Kudos

30

Dr. Raveendra Tammineni

Congratulations
Continuous improvement in the field and great experience…

26

27

31

Dr. Ravi Ranjan

Boss
Good morning..
U organised this conference so wonderfully.
U scored 10 out of 10.
Mine rating in one WORD....EXCELLENT...
BEST CONFERENCE I HAVE ATTENDED AS YET.

32

Dr. Kamaljeet Singh

It was A class AIOS meeting ... A great planning at micro level was the highlight. With such
a nice convention centre we did not need to walk at all...kudos to the organisers..food was

